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-R XLMW TETIV [I TVSTSWI E QSHIP JSV LSYWILSPHW XS WLEVI IR
IVK] JVSQ GSQQYRMX] IRIVK] WXSVEKI ')7 WYGL XLEX FSXL
households and utility company bene¿t from CES. In addi-
XMSR XS TVSZMHMRK E VERKI SJ ERGMPPEV] KVMH WIVZMGIW ')7 GER
EPWS FI YWIH JSV HIQERH WMHI QEREKIQIRX XS WLEZI TIEOW
and ¿ll valleys in system load. We introduce a method stem-
QMRK JVSQ GSRWYQIV XLISV] ERH GSSTIVEXMZI KEQI XLISV] XLEX
YWIW ')7 XS FEPERGI XLI PSEH SJ ER IRXMVI PSGEPMX] ERH QER
EKI LSYWILSPH IRIVK] EPPSGEXMSRW VIWTIGXMZIP] 0SEH FEPERG
MRK MW HIVMZIH EW E KISQIXVMG TVSKVEQQMRK TVSFPIQ )EGL
LSYWILSPHW GSRXVMFYXMSR XS SZIVEPP RSRYRMJSVQMX] SJ XLI PSEH
pro¿le is modeled using a characteristic function and ShaplI]
ZEPYIW EVI YWIH XS EPPSGEXI XLI EQSYRX ERH TVMGI SJ WYVTPYW IR
IVK] WXSVIH MR ')7 8LI TVSTSWIH QIXLSH MW EFPI XS TIVJIGXP]
FEPERGI XLI PSEH [LMPI EPWS QEOMRK WYVI XLEX IEGL LSYWILSPH
MW KYEVERXIIH E VIHYGXMSR MR IRIVK] GSWXW
-RHI\ 8IVQWc 7QEVX KVMHW HIQERH WMHI QEREKIQIRX
GSQQYRMX] IRIVK] WXSVEKI PSEH FEPERGMRK GSSTIVEXMZI KEQI
 -2863(9'8-32
(IQERH WMHI QEREKIQIRX (71 TVSKVEQW EMQ EX FEPERGMRK
VIWMHIRXMEP PSEH F] WLMJXMRK SV WGLIHYPMRK GSRWYQTXMSR XS SJJ
TIEO LSYVW F] QIERW SJ WQEVX TVMGMRK 7QEVX TVMGMRK GSQ
bined with Àuctuating renewable energy production makes
IRIVK] WXSVEKI W]WXIQW )77 MRHMWTIRWEFPI MR WQEVX LSQIW
1ER] IJJIGXMZI XIGLRMUYIW I\MWX XS STXMQM^I XLI MRXIKVEXMSR SJ
)77 MRXS XLI WQEVX KVMHW ,S[IZIV XLI VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQT
XMSR GSWXW JSV E LSYWILSPH F] IQTPS]MRK )77 WYGL EW FEXXIVMIW
MW RSX GSQQIRWYVEXI [MXL MXW GETMXEP ERH QEMRXIRERGI GSWXW
,IRGI MRWXIEH SJ HIPIKEXMRK IRIVK] WXSVEKI XS LSYWILSPHW
YXMPMX] GSQTERMIW QE] STX XS HITPS] QIHMYQWGEPI )77 EX
XLI IRH SJ YXMPMX] HMWXVMFYXMSR W]WXIQ GPSWI XS VIWMHIRXMEP IRH
YWIVW 'SQQYRMX] IRIVK] WXSVEKI ')7 MW E KVMHGSRRIGXIH
YXMPMX]S[RIH QSHYPEV WGEPEFPI HMWXVMFYXIH )77 HITPS]IH MR
VIWMHIRXMEP EVIEW ?A 8]TMGEPP] ')7 GSRWMWXW SJ ER EVVE] SJ
FEXXIVMIW [MXL GETEGMXMIW MR XLI VERKI SJ  O;L XLEX GER
WYTTSVX  WQEVX LSQIW %TEVX JVSQ TVSZMHMRK XLI FEWMG
JYRGXMSR SJ WIVZMRK EW E FEGOYT IRIVK] W]WXIQ HYVMRK TS[IV
SYXEKIW ')7 EPWS LIPTW [MXL VIKYPEV STIVEXMSR SJ XLI KVMH
F] TVSZMHMRK ERGMPPEV] WIVZMGIW WYGL EW JVIUYIRG] VIKYPEXMSR
TS[IV JEGXSV GSVVIGXMSR ZSPXZEV STXMQM^EXMSR IXG ?A 1SWX
MQTSVXERXP] ')7 GER FI YWIH JSV (71 F] WLEZMRK TIEO HI
mands and ¿lling valleys in total system load of the locality
*VSQ XLI YXMPMX] GSQTER]W TSMRX SJ ZMI[ STXMQEP IRIVK]
consumption of a household is de¿ned as a consumption pro-
¿le that is as uniform as possible provided the household has
D ¿nancial incentive for choosing such a consumption pro-
¿le. Concepts from economic theory have been applied to
LSYWILSPHW [MXL )77 XS STXMQM^I XLIMV GSRWYQTXMSR XS ]MIPH
I\XVIQIP] PS[ TIEO XS EZIVEKI GSRWYQTXMSR VEXMSW 4%6 ?A
[MXLSYX EHHMXMSREP IRIVK] GSWXW 8LI WEQI XLISV] QE] EPWS
FI ETTPMIH JSV FEPERGMRK XLI PSEH SJ ER IRXMVI PSGEPMX] ')7
WXSVIW IRIVK] [LIR QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW EVI PS[ HYVMRK SJJ
TIEO LSYVW ERH WIPPW MX XS LSYWILSPHW EX E TVMGI XLEX MW LMKLIV
XLER XLI EZIVEKI GSWX SJ WXSVMRK IRIVK] FYX PS[IV XLER QEV
OIX TVMGIW HYVMRK TIEO LSYVW *VSQ XLMW WXSVIH IRIVK] LS[
QYGL IRIVK] MW IEGL LSYWILSPH EPPSGEXIH ERH EX [LEX TVMGI#
-W XLIVI ER EPPSGEXMSR TVMGMRK QIGLERMWQ XLEX MW KYEVERXIIH
XS TVSZMHI EPP LSYWILSPHW [MXL ER MRGIRXMZI XS GSSTIVEXI# 'S
STIVEXMZI KEQI XLISV] ?A ERW[IVW XLIWI UYIWXMSRW F] WXMTY
PEXMRK LS[ LSYWILSPHW GER WLEVI XLI WXSVIH IRIVK] WYGL XLEX
both households and utility companies bene¿t from CES.
%R SZIVZMI[ SJ HMWXVMFYXIH )77 JSV VIWMHIRXMEP GSQQYRM
XMIW MW TVSZMHIH MR ?A % KEQIXLISVIXMG (71 QIGLERMWQ
JSV NSMRXP] STXMQM^MRK HMWXVMFYXIH IRIVK] KIRIVEXMSR ERH WXSV
EKI LEW FIIR WXYHMIH MR KVIEX HIXEMP ?A 3TXMQEP MRXIKVEXMSR
SJ HMWXVMFYXIH )77 MR WQEVX KVMHW [MXL HMJJIVIRX TSWWMFPI GSR
GIMZEFPI VIKYPEXSV] WGLIQIW ERH WIVZMGIW XS FI TVSZMHIH LEW
FIIR WXYHMIH MR ?A ,S[IZIV QSWX SJ XLI TVMSV [SVO MR PSEH
FEPERGMRK GSRWMHIV HMWXVMFYXIH )77 EX XLI LSYWILSPH PIZIP ERH
not at the local community level like CES. An ef¿cient energy
QEREKIQIRX W]WXIQ JSV ')7 JVSQ XLI TSMRX SJ MRXIKVEXMRK
VIRI[EFPI IRIVK] WSYVGIW WYGL EW TLSXSZSPXEMG GIPPW MW TVS
TSWIH MR ?A 4VEGXMGEP EWTIGXW MRZSPZMRK MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ
')7 YRMXW EX %QIVMGER )PIGXVMG 4S[IV EW TEVX SJ E HIQSRWXVE
XMSR TVSNIGX LEZI FIIR HIXEMPIH MR ?A
8LI GSRXVMFYXMSRW SJ XLMW TETIV EVI EW JSPPS[W % QSHIP
JSV PSEH FEPERGMRK EX XLI GSQQYRMX] PIZIP [MXL ')7 MW TVS
TSWIH [LIVI LSYWILSPHW WLEVI XLI WXSVIH WYVTPYW IRIVK] JVSQ
')7 MR WYGL E [E] XLEX FSXL LSYWILSPHW ERH YXMPMX] GSQ
pany bene¿t from CES deployment. We introduce a method
WXIQQMRK JVSQ MRXIVXIQTSVEP XVEHMRK ERH GSRWYQIV XLISV]
JSV PSEH FEPERGMRK XLEX QE] FI WSPZIH YWMRK E KISQIXVMG TVS
gram (GP). The resulting consumption pro¿le of the commu-
RMX] LEW I\XVIQIP] PS[ 4%6 SJ  ERH XLI YXMPMX] GSQ
TER] MW TVIWIRXIH [MXL ER EPQSWX TIVJIGXP] YRMJSVQ PSEH %
JEMV QIGLERMWQ JSV EPPSGEXMRK XLI EQSYRX ERH TVMGI SJ WXSVIH
IRIVK] XS LSYWILSPHW MW MRXVSHYGIH YWMRK GSSTIVEXMZI KEQI
XLISV] 8LI TVMGI SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] MW GSQTYXIH YWMRK 7LET
PI] ZEPYIW HITIRHMRK YTSR IEGL LSYWILSPHW GSRXVMFYXMSR XS
the overall non-uniformity of aggregate load pro¿le. For a
KMZIR RYQFIV SJ LSYWILSPHW WIVZIH F] E YXMPMX] GSQTER] [MXL
')7 HE]ELIEH IRIVK] TVMGIW ERH ')7 PSWW VEXIW XLI TVS
TSWIH QSHIP MW EFPI XS EGLMIZI X[S SFNIGXMZIW WMQYPXERISYWP]
MI E FEPERGI XLI PSEH EPQSWX TIVJIGXP] ERH F IRWYVI XLEX EPP
LSYWILSPHW EVI KYEVERXIIH E VIHYGXMSR MR IRIVK] GSWXW
6IWX SJ XLMW TETIV MW SVKERM^IH EW JSPPS[W 7]WXIQ QSHIP
MW HIWGVMFIH MR 7IGXMSR -- 'SRWYQTXMSR STXMQM^EXMSR JSV ')7
MW JSVQYPEXIH MR WIGXMSR --- 8LI GSSTIVEXMZI KEQIXLISVIXMG
ETTVSEGL MW HIZIPSTIH MR WIGXMSR -: 7MQYPEXMSR VIWYPXW EVI
TVSZMHIH MR WIGXMSR : 7IGXMSR :- GSRGPYHIW XLI TETIV
 7=78)113()0
'SRWMHIV E WQEVX KVMH W]WXIQ [LIVI LSYWILSPHW MR E PSGEPMX]
EVI WIVZIH F] E YXMPMX] GSQTER] ERH E ')7 YRMX )EGL LSYWI
LSPH IUYMTTIH [MXL E WQEVX QIXIV LEW EGGIWW XS HE]ELIEH
LSYVP] IRIVK] TVMGIW MWWYIH F] XLI YXMPMX] GSQTER] ERH EPWS
LEW EGGYVEXI ORS[PIHKI SJ MXW IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW HYVMRK IZ
IV] XMQI TIVMSH SJ XLI HE] 9XMPMX] GSQTER] GSRXVSPW ')7
F] QIERW SJ ER MRFYMPX WQEVX FEXXIV] QEREKIQIRX W]WXIQ
Households de¿ne a 2 TIVMSH QSHIP EW E  LSYV HE] XLEX MW
IUYEPP] WTPMX MRXS 2 MRXIVZEPW ERH IEGL TIVMSH MW MRHI\IH F]J   2K 8LI TVMGI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW GSRWYQTXMSR
ERH WXEXI SJ ')7 FEXXIVMIW GLEVKI PIZIPW EX XLI IRH SJ E TIVMSH
JVSQ TIVMSHW  XLVSYKL2 EVI HIRSXIH F] T P G F XLVSYKLT2  P2  G2  F2  0IX FQE\ HIRSXI XLI GETEGMX] SJ ')7 ERH V
FI XLI VEXI SJ WXSVEKI PSWW TIV TIVMSH MR ')7 FEXXIVMIW XLEX
EGGSYRXW JSV YREZSMHEFPI WIPJHMWGLEVKI ERH SXLIV PSWW JEG
XSVW QIERMRK ) ;L SJ IRIVK] WXSVIH MR SRI TIVMSH MW [SVXL) V;L SJ IRIVK] MR XLI RI\X TIVMSH MI  V MW XLI
per period battery storage ef¿ciency.
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-R XLMW WIGXMSR [I KMZI E FVMIJ MRXVSHYGXMSR XS MRXIVXIQTSVEP
XVEHI ERH GSRWYQIV XLISV] ERH HIVMZI E +4 JSVQYPEXMSR JSV
PSEH FEPERGMRK WYFNIGX XS FYHKIX ERH WEZMRKW GSRWXVEMRXW
 -RXIVXIQTSVEP 8VEHI
In macroeconomic theory, intertemporal trade is de¿ned as
XLI XVERWEGXMSR SJ KSSHW SV QSRI] EGVSWW XMQI [LIR ER EKIRX
MW JEGIH [MXL XLI STXMSR SJ GSRWYQMRK ERHSV WEZMRK MR XLI
TVIWIRX [MXL XLI EMQ SJ YWMRK XLI WEZMRKW MR XLI JYXYVI ')7
WXSVIW IRIVK] HYVMRK SJJTIEO LSYVW [LIR IRIVK] HIQERH ERH
TVMGIW EVI PS[IV ERH YWIW MX HYVMRK XMQI TIVMSHW [LIR IR
IVK] HIQERH ERH TVMGIW EVI LMKLIV -RXIVXIQTSVEP XVEHI TVS
ZMHIW E FYHKIX GSRWXVEMRX JSV QEXGLMRK XSXEP GSRWYQTXMSR SJ
EPP LSYWILSPHW [MXL XLIMV EKKVIKEXI HEMP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW
[LMPI XEOMRK MRXS EGGSYRX XLI GETEGMX] ERH PSWW VEXIW SJ ')7
FEXXIVMIW 8LI FYHKIX GSRWXVEMRX MW KMZIR F]G  G V  G V   G2 V2  !P  P V  P V   P2 V2   
+MZIR 2 TIVMSHW MR E HE] J   2K QEVOIX TVMGIW T !
?T T  T2 A8  IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW P ! ?P P  P2 A8 
')7 GETEGMX] FQE\ ERH ')7 FEXXIV] PSWW VEXI V TIV TI
riod, how to choose an optimal consumption pro¿le G !
?G G  G2 A8  SV MR SXLIV [SVHW [LIR WLSYPH ')7 GLEVKI
SV HMWGLEVKI MXW FEXXIVMIW ERH F] LS[ QYGL# 8LI ERW[IV MW
KMZIR F] GSRWYQIV XLISV]
 'SRWYQIV 8LISV]
(YI XS XLI ZEV]MRK REXYVI SJ IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ LSYWI
LSPHW ERH QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW SZIV HMJJIVIRX XMQI TIVMSHW MR
E HE] ')7 JEGIW E XVEHISJJ FIX[IIR WXSVMRK IRIVK] JSV JY
XYVI GSRWYQTXMSR ERHSV WTIRHMRK IRIVK] WXSVIH MR XLI TEWX
'SRWYQIV XLISV] GSRGITXW LIPT MR QSHIPMRK XLI GSRWYQTXMSR
TVIJIVIRGIW SJ ')7 SZIV HMJJIVIRX XMQI TIVMSHW EW YXMPMX] JYRG
XMSRW 3RI WYGL YXMPMX] JYRGXMSR MW XLI 'SFF(SYKPEW JYRGXMSR
?A [LMGL MW YWIH JSV QSHIPMRK WGIREVMSW MRZSPZMRK XVEHISJJW
FIX[IIR GLSSWMRK SRI UYERXMX] SV XLI SXLIV -R XLMW TETIV [I
YWI XLI 'SFF(SYKPEW YXMPMX] JYRGXMSR KMZIR F]YG G  G2  ! G  G   G 2  
XS ETXP] GETXYVI LS[ ')7 TVIJIVW E GIVXEMR WLEVI SJ GSR
WYQTXMSR MR SRI TIVMSH EKEMRWX ERSXLIV JSV TIVMSH M MW
GLSWIR WYGL XLEX MX VITVIWIRXW XLI RSVQEPM^IH GSWX SJ GSR
WYQTXMSR MR EPP XMQI TIVMSHW I\GPYHMRK M ERH F] GSRWXVEMRMRK
   R ! , peaks in consumption are Àattened.
 0SEH &EPERGMRK
3TXMQEP GSRWYQTXMSR MW EGLMIZIH [LIR YXMPMX] JYRGXMSR SJ
')7 MW QE\MQM^IH WYFNIGX XS XLI FYHKIX GSRWXVEMRX -R EHHM
XMSR XS FYHKIX GSRWXVEMRX [I EPWS EHH E WEZMRKW GSRWXVEMRX XLEX
restricts the optimal consumption pro¿le such that no house
LSPH MRGYVW ER] EHHMXMSREP GSWX JSV FEPERGMRK MXW GSRWYQTXMSR
8LI STXMQM^EXMSR TVSFPIQ MW KMZIR F]
1E\ YG G  G2  ! 2=M! G MM  [LIVI 
M ! 42N!N !M TN PN2 42M! TMPM ERH 2<M! M ! 
WX
2<M! GM VM  ! 2<M! PM VM   T8 G T8 P
8LMW GPEWW SJ STXMQM^EXMSR TVSFPIQW MW VIJIVVIH XS EW E KI
SQIXVMG TVSKVEQ +4 ?A [LIVI XLI SFNIGXMZI JYRGXMSR MW
E TSW]RSQMEP ERH XLI GSRWXVEMRXW EVI TSW]RSQMEP IUYEPMXMIW
ERHSV QSRSQMEP MRIUYEPMXMIW %R STXMQEP WSPYXMSR EP[E]W I\
ists for a GP, and the trick to solving it ef¿ciently is to convIVX
MX XS E RSRPMRIEV FYX GSRZI\ STXMQM^EXMSR TVSFPIQ F] PSKE
VMXLQMG GLERKI SJ ZEVMEFPIW 'SQTYXEXMSREPP] EHZERGIH QIXL
SHW WYGL EW TVMQEPHYEP MRXIVMSV TSMRX EPKSVMXLQW GER WSPZI
PEVKIWGEPI +4W I\XVIQIP] IJGMIRXP] ERH VIPMEFP]
 '334)6%8-:) +%1) 8,)36=
'SSTIVEXMZI KEQI XLISV] MW YWIH XS QSHIP GSQTPI\ MRXIVEG
XMSRW FIX[IIR TPE]IVW ERH XS EREP]^I ZEVMSYW TSWWMFPI [E]W
in which the bene¿ts of cooperation among players can be
WLEVIH MR E JEMV QERRIV % GSSTIVEXMZI KEQI , Z MR GLEV
acteristic form consists of a ¿nite set , SJ LSYWILSPHW ERH
E GLEVEGXIVMWXMG JYRGXMSR Z XLEX EWWSGMEXIW [MXL IZIV] RSR
IQTX] WYFWIX 7 , E VIEP RYQFIV Z7 XLEX MW ORS[R
EW XLI [SVXL SJ XLI GSEPMXMSR Z7 MW XLI ZEPYI GVIEXIH [LIR
QIQFIVW SJ 7 GSQI XSKIXLIV [LMGL MW XLI XSXEP TE]SJJ XLEX
MW PEXIV EZEMPEFPI JSV HMZMWMSR EQSRK QIQFIVW SJ 7 8LI OI]
UYIWXMSR LIVI MW LS[ QYGL WXSVIH IRIVK] MW EPPSGEXIH XS IEGL
LSYWILSPH ERH EX [LEX TVMGI# -R XLMW WIGXMSR [I JSVQYPEXI
E GLEVEGXIVMWXMG JYRGXMSR XLEX QSHIPW XLI GSRXVMFYXMSR SJ IEGL
LSYWILSPH XS SZIVEPP PSEH RSRYRMJSVQMX] ERH TVSTSWI E SRI
TSMRX WSPYXMSR JSV WLEVMRK XLI WYVTPYW IRIVK] WXSVIH F] ')7
8LI EQSYRX SJ IRIVK] EPPSGEXIH XS IEGL LSYWILSPH MW WMQ
TP] TVSTSVXMSREP XS XLI HEMP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRX SJ XLEX LSYWI
LSPH %PPSGEXMSR SJ TVMGI SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] VIUYMVIW XLI GSR
struction of a characteristic function that reÀects the conXVM
FYXMSR SJ IEGL LSYWILSPH XS XLI RSRYRMJSVQMX] SJ EKKVIKEXI
load pro¿le of the community. The contribution of house-
LSPHW XS XLI SZIVEPP RSRYRMJSVQMX] MR PSEH GER FI QIEWYVIH
MR XIVQW SJ XLI 4%6 SJ XLIMV IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW 8LYW XLI
GLEVEGXIVMWXMG JYRGXMSR SJ XLMW KEQI MW KMZIR F]Z7 ! QE\<7 , P! 2<N!<7 , P!2 
[LIVI P represents the load pro¿le of a household, 7 MW ER]
RSRIQTX] GSEPMXMSR MR , ERH 2 MW XLI XSXEP RYQFIV SJ XMQI
TIVMSHW MR E HE] 8LYW F] QIEWYVMRK XLI 4%6 SJ IRIVK] VI
quirements, the characteristic function reÀects the contrMFY
XMSR SJ IEGL LSYWILSPH SV ER] GSEPMXMSR SJ LSYWILSPHW XS XLI
non-uniformity in total load pro¿le of the community.
%R] JEMV ERH WXEFPI EPPSGEXMSR SJ XLI WXSVIH WYVTPYW IR
IVK] ERH MXW TVMGIW QYWX PMI MR XLI GSVI SJ XLI KEQI :EVM
SYW GSSTIVEXMZI KEQIXLISVIXMG WSPYXMSRW EVI EZEMPEFPI JSV EP
PSGEXMRK WXSVIH WYVTPYW IRIVK] JVSQ ')7 EX E GIVXEMR TVMGI XS
households with each solution reÀecting a certain type of faMV
RIWW GSRGITX WYGL EW QMRQE\ JEMVRIWW TVSTSVXMSREP JEMVRIWW
IUYEP JEMVRIWW IXG 8LI 7LETPI] ZEPYI  MW ER SRITSMRX TE]
SJJ WSPYXMSR XLEX VITVIWIRXW ER EZIVEKI QIEWYVI SJ JEMVRIWW
7LETPI] ZEPYI JSV IEGL LSYWILSPH M MW KMZIR F]M, Z ! <7 ,RJMK N7NR 7 N, N Z7 ? JMK Z7

8LI TVMGI EX [LMGL WXSVIH IRIVK] MW WSPH XS IEGL LSYWI
LSPH MW HMVIGXP] TVSTSVXMSREP XS MXW 7LETPI] ZEPYI TE]SJJW ERH
PMIW FIX[IIR XLI QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGI ERH EZIVEKI GSWX SJ IR
IVK] WXSVIH MR ')7 7MRGI LSYWILSPHW [MXL LMKLIV 4%6 XLEX
contribute signi¿cantly to the non-uniformity of total loaH EVI
GLEVKIH LMKLIV TVMGIW F] ')7 JSV WXSVIH IRIVK] XLMW TVMG
MRK QIGLERMWQ MW GSRWMHIVIH EW JEMV ERH MW EKVIIEFPI XS EPP
LSYWILSPHW 8LYW EPP LSYWILSPHW EVI KYEVERXIIH E JEMV TVMGI
JSV WXSVIH IRIVK] EPSRK [MXL VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW
[LMGL TVSZMHIW XLIQ [MXL ER MRGIRXMZI XS GSSTIVEXMZIP] WLEVI
XLI WXSVIH WYVTPYW IRIVK] JVSQ ')7
 6)79087
-R SYV I\EQTPIW [I YWI QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW FEWIH SR 97%
2I[ )RKPERH LSYVP] VIEPXMQI TVMGIW SJ .ERYEV]  
?A ;I QSHIP XLI HEMP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRX SJ LSYWILSPHW
[MXL YWEKIWXEXMWXMGWFEWIH PSEH QSHIP TVSTSWIH MR ?A
8LMW QSHIP WMQYPEXIW HEMP] PSEH [MXL SRI LSYV XMQI VIWSPY
XMSR XLVSYKL WMQYPEXMSR SJ ETTPMERGI YWI ERH EPWS F] XEOMRK
MRXS EGGSYRX WMQYPEXIH VIWMHIRX EGXMZMX] MR LSYWILSPHW 8LI
HEMP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ 2 !  LSYWILSPHW MW WMQY
PEXIH YWMRK XLMW QSHIP [MXL XLI RYQFIV SJ VIWMHIRXW MR IEGL
LSYWILSPH VERHSQP] HMWXVMFYXIH FIX[IIR  ERH  (E]ELIEH
LSYVP] QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW LSYVP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW
SJ  LSYWILSPHW ERH EKKVIKEXI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP
LSYWILSPHW EPSRK [MXL XLIMV MRHMZMHYEP WLEVI EVI WLS[R MR
*MK E F ERH G VIWTIGXMZIP]
;I WSPZI JSV XLI HMQIRWMSREP STXMQM^EXMSR TVSFPIQ
[MXL ')7 PSWW VEXI SJ V !  ERH ')7 GETEGMX] SJ FQE\ !
 O;L YWMRK ++40%& ?A E 1%80%& TEGOEKI JSV WTIGM
fying and solving GPs. We see that the consumption pro¿le is
EPQSWX TIVJIGXP] YRMJSVQ EW WLS[R MR *MK H ERH XLI YXMPMX]
company is presented with a load pro¿le that is as balanced as
TSWWMFPI *SV XLI GSRWMHIVIH I\EQTPI HEXE 4%6 SJ EKKVIKEXI
load pro¿le is 2.2234, while the resulting optimal consump-
tion pro¿le has a PAR of only 1.0472. The charging pro¿le of
')7 FEXXIVMIW MW WLS[R MR *MK I 4SWMXMZI ZEPYIW MRHMGEXI
XMQI TIVMSHW [LIR FEXXIVMIW EVI GLEVKIH ERH RIKEXMZI ZEPYIW
MRHMGEXI XMQI TIVMSHW [LIR FEXXIVMIW EVI HMWGLEVKIH XLEX MW
[LIR WXSVIH WYVTPYW IRIVK] MW WSPH XS LSYWILSPHW -X MW IEW]
XS WII XLEX GLEVKMRK TIVMSHW GSMRGMHI [MXL XMQI TIVMSHW [LIR
QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW EVI PS[ HYVMRK SJJTIEO LSYVW ERH HMW
GLEVKMRK TIVMSHW [MXL XLEX SJ XMQI TIVMSHW [LIR QEVOIX TVMGIW























































































































































*MK . Optimal consumption pro¿le for 10 households with
')7 PSWW VEXI V !  ERH ')7 GETEGMX] FQE\ !  O;L
E (E]ELIEH LSYVP] QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGI WIX F] XLI YXMPMX]
GSQTER] F ,SYVP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ  LSYWILSPHW
G %KKVIKEXI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP LSYWILSPHW EPSRK
with their individual share, (d) Optimal consumption pro¿lI
of 10 households, (e) Battery charging/discharging pro¿le SJ
')7 J ')7 GYQYPEXMZI FEXXIV] GLEVKI PIZIPW 8LI EKKVIKEXI
consumption pro¿le of all households with CES is almost per-
JIGXP] YRMJSVQ [MXL 4%6 ! 
EVI LMKLIV HYVMRK TIEO LSYVW 8LI XSXEP GLEVKI TVIWIRX MR XLI
')7 FEXXIVMIW EX IZIV] XMQI TIVMSH MW WLS[R MR *MK J

























*MK  )RIVK] ZMWYEPM^EXMSR FEV KVETL G]ERFPEGO 3T
timal consumption pro¿le of all households, (black+multi-
GSPSYV %KKVIKEXI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP LSYWILSPHW
G]ERQYPXMGSPSYV ')7 FEXXIVMIW GLEVKMRK ERH HMWGLEVKMRK
pro¿les, (multi-colour) Amount of stored energy sold to all
LSYWILSPHW EPSRK [MXL XLI MRHMZMHYEP LSYWILSPH EPPSGEXMSR
8LI STXMQEP IRIVK] GSRWYQTXMSR SJ EPP XLI LSYWILSPHW MR
XLI PSGEPMX] EKKVIKEXI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP LSYWILSPHW
CES batteries’ charging/discharging pro¿le and the amount SJ
WXSVIH IRIVK] EPPSGEXIH XS IEGL LSYWILSPH F] ')7 GER EPP FI
ZMWYEPM^IH MR E WMRKPI FEV KVETL EW WLS[R MR *MK  8LI GSQ
FMREXMSR SJ G]ER ERH FPEGO FEVW VITVIWIRX XLI FEPERGIH PSEH
pro¿le of all households which is the same as shown in Fig.
H 8LI GSQFMREXMSR SJ FPEGO ERH QYPXMGSPSYVIH FEVW VIT
VIWIRXW XLI EKKVIKEXI HEMP] IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP LSYWI
LSPHW [LMGL MW XLI WEQI EW WLS[R MR *MK G 8LI GSQFMRE
XMSR SJ G]ER ERH QYPXMGSPSYVIH FEVW MRHMGEXI ')7 FEXXIVMIW
charging and discharging pro¿les with cyan bars represent-
MRK GLEVKMRK XMQIW ERH QYPXMGSPSYVIH FEVW VITVIWIRXMRK HMW
GLEVKMRK XMQIW 8LI QYPXMGSPSYVIH FEVW MRHMGEXI XLI EQSYRX
SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] XLEX MW WSPH XS EPP XLI LSYWILSPHW )EGL GSPSYV
MR XLI QYPXMGSPSYVIH FEV VITVIWIRXW XLI WLEVI SJ XSXEP WXSVIH
IRIVK] XLEX MW EPPSGEXIH XS IEGL LSYWILSPH F] XLI ')7 ,MKLIV
XLI IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRX SJ E LSYWILSPH XLI PEVKIV XLI WLEVI SJ
WXSVIH IRIVK] XLEX MW EPPSGEXIH XS MX F] ')7
8LI TVMGI EX [LMGL WXSVIH IRIVK] MW WSPH XS IEGL LSYWILSPH
MW WLS[R F] QYPXMGSPSYVIH PMRIW MR *MK E 8LI G]ER GYVZI
SR XST MRHMGEXIW XLI QEVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW WIX F] XLI YXMPMX]
GSQTER] [LMPI XLI FPEGO GYVZI EX XLI FSXXSQ VITVIWIRXW XLI



























































*MK  E1EVOIX IRIVK] TVMGIW WIX F] YXMPMX] GSQTER] EZIVEKI
GSWX MRGYVVIH F] ')7 JSV IRIVK] WXSVIH ERH WIPPMRK TVMGI JSV
IEGL LSYWILSPH 7IPPMRK TVMGI SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] PMIW MR FIX[IIR
QEVOIX TVMGI WIX F] YXMPMX] GSQTER] ERH XLI EZIVEKI GSWX MR
GYVVIH F] ')7 JSV WXSVMRK IRIVK] F 'SQTEVMWSR FIX[IIR
GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW [MXL ERH [MXLSYX ')7 JSV IEGL LSYWILSPH
%PP LSYWILSPHW EVI EFPI XS VIHYGI XLIMV GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW F]
FY]MRK E TEVX SJ XLIMV IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW JVSQ ')7
EZIVEKI GSWX MRGYVVIH F] ')7 JSV EPP XLI IRIVK] WXSVIH YT YR
XMP IZIV] XMQI TIVMSH 8LI TVMGI EX [LMGL XLI WXSVIH IRIVK]
JVSQ ')7 MW WSPH XS E LSYWILSPH HITIRHW SR XLI GSRXVMFYXMSR
SJ XLI LSYWILSPH XS XLI SZIVEPP EKKVIKEXI 4%6 ;LMPI ')7
MW GLEVKMRK LSYWILSPHW FY] IRIVK] HMVIGXP] JVSQ XLI QEVOIX
FYX [LMPI ')7 MW HMWGLEVKMRK MX WIPPW IRIVK] XS LSYWILSPHW EX
TVMGIW PS[IV XLER QEVOIX TVMGIW -X GER FI WIIR XLEX XLI WIPP
MRK TVMGI SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] PMIW MR FIX[IIR XLI QEVOIX IRIVK]
TVMGI WIX F] YXMPMX] GSQTER] ERH XLI EZIVEKI GSWX MRGYVVIH F]
CES for storing energy, thereby resulting in pro¿ts for both
LSYWILSPHW ERH ')7 % GSQTEVMWSR FIX[IIR XSXEP GSRWYQT
XMSR GSWXW [MXL ERH [MXLSYX ')7 JSV IEGL LSYWILSPH MW WLS[R
MR *MK F -X GER FI WIIR XLEX IZIV] WMRKPI LSYWILSPH I\TI
VMIRGIW E VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW [LIR FY]MRK TEVX SJ
XLIMV IRIVK] JVSQ ')7 EW GSQTEVIH XS FY]MRK EPP XLIMV IRIVK]
JVSQ XLI YXMPMX] GSQTER] MR VIEP XMQI ,SYWILSPH  I\TI
VMIRGIW E QE\MQYQ VIHYGXMSR SJ 	 [LMPI LSYWILSPH 
I\TIVMIRGIW SRP] 	 VIHYGXMSR MR XSXEP GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW
[MXL XLI EZIVEKI VIHYGXMSR FIMRK EVSYRH 	
8LI EQSYRX SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] XLEX MW EPPSGEXIH XS IEGL
LSYWILSPH MW TVSTSVXMSREP XS MXW IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRX EX XLEX
XMQI TIVMSH 8LI GSRXVMFYXMSR SJ IEGL LSYWILSPH XS XLI SZIV
all non-uniformity of load reÀects in the price at which the
')7 WIPPW XLIQ WXSVIH IRIVK] *SV I\EQTPI 8EFPI  WLS[W
XLI 4%6 ZEPYIW IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW EPPSGEXIH IRIVK] ERH
TVMGI JSV IEGL LSYWILSPH HYVMRK XMQI TIVMSH  8LI 4%6 SJ
,SYWI 4%6 )RIVK] 2IIHW )RIVK] %PPSGEXIH )RIVK] 4VMGI
 ZEPYI O;L O;L gO;L
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
8EFPI  %PPSGEXMSR SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] ERH MXW TVMGI 4%6 ZEPYIW
ERH IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ EPP LSYWILSPHW
LSYWILSPHW IRIVK] VIUYMVIQIRXW ZEV] FIX[IIR  XS  ERH
the PAR of aggregate load pro¿le of all households in the
GSQQYRMX] MW  -R KIRIVEP MX GER FI WIIR XLEX LSYWI
LSPHW [MXL LMKL 4%6 ZEPYIW EVI GLEVKIH LMKLIV TVMGIW F] XLI
')7 -RXIVIWXMRKP] XLSYKL LSYWI  LEW E PS[IV 4%6 EW
GSQTEVIH XS LSYWI  MX WXMPP TE]W E LMKLIV TVMGI JSV WXSVIH
IRIVK] WSPH F] ')7 8LMW LETTIRW FIGEYWI XLI TVMGI MW GEPGY
PEXIH EGGSVHMRK XS XLI GSRXVMFYXMSR SJ IEGL LSYWILSPH XS XLI
SZIVEPP 4%6 ERH RSX EGGSVHMRK XS XLIMV MRHMZMHYEP 4%6 ZEPYIW
Thus, in this proposed model, the utility company bene¿ts
from a highly balanced load and all households bene¿t from
KYEVERXIIH VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW
 '32'097-327
% GSSTIVEXMZI QSHIP JSV LSYWILSPHW XS WLEVI IRIVK] JVSQ
GSQQYRMX] IRIVK] WXSVEKI ')7 MR WYGL E [E] XLEX FSXL
households and utility company bene¿t from CES deploy-
QIRX MW TVSTSWIH 8LMW ETTVSEGL TVSZMHIW LSYWILSPHW [MXL
an incentive to cooperatively share the bene¿ts of CES by
KYEVERXIIMRK E VIHYGXMSR MR IRIVK] GSWXW [LMPI EPWS TVIWIRX
MRK XLI YXMPMX] GSQTER] [MXL E FEPERGIH PSEH ')7 YWIW XLI
stored energy to balance the load pro¿le of the entire commu-
RMX] ERH WIPPW XLI WXSVIH IRIVK] XS LSYWILSPHW EX TVMGIW XLEX
KYEVERXII XLIQ E VIHYGXMSR MR IRIVK] GSWXW ;I MRXVSHYGI E
QIXLSH WXIQQMRK JVSQ MRXIVXIQTSVEP XVEHMRK ERH GSRWYQIV
XLISV] JSV JSVQYPEXMRK XLI PSEH FEPERGMRK TVSFPIQ EW E KIS
metric program. The resulting optimal consumption pro¿le
MW EPQSWX TIVJIGXP] YRMJSVQ [MXL ER I\XVIQIP] PS[ 4%6 ZEPYI
SJ  % JEMV QIGLERMWQ JSV EPPSGEXMRK XLI EQSYRX ERH
TVMGI SJ WXSVIH IRIVK] XS LSYWILSPHW MW HIWMKRIH YWMRK GSST
IVEXMZI KEQI XLISV] &] IRWYVMRK JEMV TVMGIW JSV WXSVIH IRIVK]
ERH ER EZIVEKI VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW SJ EFSYX 	
')7 TVSZMHIW ER MRGIRXMZI JSV EPP LSYWILSPHW XS GSSTIVEXMZIP]
WLEVI XLI WXSVIH IRIVK] 8LYW XLI TVSTSWIH QSHIP MW EFPI XS
EPQSWX TIVJIGXP] FEPERGI XLI EKKVIKEXI PSEH SJ EPP LSYWILSPHW
MR XLI GSQQYRMX] [LMPI EPWS QEOMRK WYVI XLEX EPP LSYWILSPHW
EVI TVSZMHIH ER MRGIRXMZI XS GSSTIVEXI F] QIERW SJ KYEVER
XIIH VIHYGXMSR MR GSRWYQTXMSR GSWXW
6)*)6)2')7
?A &4 6SFIVXW ERH ' 7ERHFIVK c8LI VSPI SJ IRIVK] WXSV
EKI MR HIZIPSTQIRX SJ WQEVX KVMHWd 4VSGIIHMRKW SJ XLI
-))) ZSP  RS  TT e .YRI 
?A . 6ENEWIOLEVER ERH : /SMZYRIR c3TXMQEP IRIVK] GSR
WYQTXMSR QSHIP JSV WQEVX KVMH LSYWILSPHW [MXL IRIVK]
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TT e
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XLI HIQERHWMHI SJ XLI WQEVX KVMHd -))) 8VERWEGXMSRW
SR 7MKREP 4VSGIWWMRK ZSP  RS  TT e
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?A /11 ,YU 1 ) &EVER 7 0YOMG ERH 3) 2EVI
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